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AV Video Morpher is perfect for dubbing home movies and commercial movies. With this
one-stop video tool, you can play & morph audio - video streams in real-time, add effects to
movies, convert video files to AVI & WMV, edit subtitles, capture images, record DVD audio,
burn VCD, design DVD/CD covers, and most amazing, dub movies. AV Video Morpher
supports almost all video formats(MOV, MPG, MPEG, AVI, M1V, QT, etc.)

Standing out from other movie player and movie editor software, AV Video Morpher makes
dubbing movies easy, thanks to its one-click Voice Recording, Voice Remover, and Dubbing
Settings. To dub movies, this kit lets you record voices from microphones then mix yours
together with the originals, and merge to video files. The available voices, called "nickvoices",
are a great help in this.

Another great feature is its ability to real-time morph audio - video stream with audio & video
effects, making the movie's characters sound sexier, scarier, or more romantic. So now
making video clips is now as easy as pie. Also, its Converter let you convert captured movies
into AVI or WMV for private use. Recording functionality, both images and DVD audio
capturing, allows you to save your favorite moments for all time.

In AV Video Morpher, you can import subtitle files to you movie via the subtitle editor, or you
can add text and edit your own subtitles. All text format, alignment, and timescale tools are
provided. In addition to working as a video jukebox, which plays movies in DVD, SVCD, VCD,
AVI, MPG, MPEG, QT, MOV, M1V, etc., it also supports several audio streams in AVI/MPEG
video files.

This DVD software also includes a DVD/VCD burner that can copy video files to DVD/CD as
well as erase a video DVD/CD. After having your self-made movie copied to DVD/CD, you
can use DVD/CD cover editor to make labels, inlays, and covers for it.

Key Features

Movie Player with Multi-format Playback  plays movies in AVI, WMV, MPG, MPEG,
ASF, M2V, MP2, M2P, MOV, RAM, RM, DAT format. This allows you to watch almost
any video in any format.
Easy Audio Capturer allows you to capture any audio output and save it under MP3,
WMA, WAV, APE, AIF, NIST, or OGG formats. It's a great tool for adding to your
music collection.     
A MP3 Player with Multi-format Playback is all ready for you in AV Video Morpher 3.0.
Now you can play audio in almost any format, including MP3, WAV, M2A, AC3, MPA,
WMA, ASX, RM etc. Now you just need our 2-in-1 Player for all music and movies!     
DVD Converter can convert a whole video, or selected video areas, to a new movie
and save it in AVI or WMV format. You will quickly expand your video clip collection
with this tool.     
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Video Clip Marker helps you bookmark and/or save your favorite scenes from movies
or music moments with original quality. From now on you can find your favorite scenes
and songs in no time.     
Fast DVD/CD Burner can make high quality DVD or VCD copies of your favorite
movies. You need no other software with this integrated burner. You can also erase
any re-writable DVD or CD with this burner.     
The Effects Mixer allows you to choose, apply and mix many effects while you are
enjoying music or movies. You can even create your own, unique video/audio clips
and easily switch between effects to compare the results.     
Real-time Video Morpher allows you to morph any part of a movie or the entire movie
by adding effects in real time and then saving the results. Create your unique video
clips with AV Video Morpher 3.0!     
DVD/ CD Cover Editor lets you load any image from your PC to create your own DVD
and CD covers and labels in minutes. Add text to create a one of a kind cover!     
Image Catcher can capture any scene or a series of images from your favorite movies
and save them under BMP, JPEG, PNG, or TIFF formats. This is a great tool to enrich
your collection of pictures from your favorite movies. Capture your favorite shot and
use it in your Cover Editor.     
Advanced Title and Subtitle Editor allows you to rewrite DVD titles and subtitles by
adding your own text or importing AVT / SRT files to edit. This is a cool tool for you to
personalize any video.
A Huge Library of Real-Time Video Audio Effects is included. Apply any of the
available video and audio effects in real time while playing music or video clips to
color up them and bring a whole new level of enjoyment to your favorite songs or
video clips.
Voice Remover allows you to remove the original voices from any movie; then you can
dub in other voices for the actors. Let them act while you speak!
Movie Voice Dubber is a powerful and useful tool that helps you to record your voice
and then alter it, so you can dub your altered voices into movies. Create entirely new
movies with your new, creative dialog. Only in Video Morpher!

Main Benefits

VIDEO MORPHER 3.0 allows you to:

Produce Your Own Movies by dubbing your own voices into movies, adding effects,
and then burning it all to a DVD, and you’ve easily created your own movie DVDs.
Remove Voice from Movies. You can remove the original voices from any movie or
clip, and dub in your own voices later.
Make any Actor Become an Alien, Ghost, Priest, etc. Add audio effects to change the
voice of any actor. Now you have more unique actors in all your own movies.
Make Cartoons, Movies, TV shows, etc. Capture any frame, clip, or entire movie your
want, and then add in voices and effects to enhance and enlarge your collection. It’s
a great tool for enriching your collection of videos and clips.
Make a Documentary Movie. You can produce professional quality, black and white
video for that perfect documentary effect. Your historic presentations will be more
lively and compelling.

System Requirements

1Gh compatible processor
250 MB Ram
Full Duplex Sound Card
Speakers
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